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Group 2 - Super Stock Eliminator
Group 2 - Competition Eliminator
What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To permit the use of Aluminum Alloy (non-billet) engine blocks into all unrestricted engine
classes in Competition Eliminator and Super Stock Eliminator - /Gas, /MP, /Altered,
and /Dragster (Manual and Auto).
Currently /AP and /SM classes are permitted alloy blocks, while only some /Gas, /Altered
and /Dragster classes are permitted Alloy blocks.
Alloy blocks have been restricted in the past due to cost and availability issues, but there now is
little cost between cast alloy v's high end aftermarket Iron blocks used, also OEM alloy blocks
are now common and widely available.
Alloy blocks are more easily repaired and offer no power advantage.
Proposed Amendment

Aluminum Alloy (non-billet) engine blocks to be permitted in following classes,
Super Stock - Modified Production - All
Super Stock - Gas - All (except G/GA)
Competition - Altered - All (except C/AA)
Competition - Dragster - All (except C/DA)
NOTE: There shall be NO change to any classes currently permitted to use Alloy and/or Billet blocks.

Classes Effected

Super Stock - Modified Production
Super Stock - Gas
Competition - Altered
Competition - Dragster
(Manual and Auto versions for all listed)
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

The rules proposal should provide a positive effect to both participants and spectators.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Any encouragement for competitors is a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Encouragement for competitors has a positive impact for all Classes and Brackets.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

The proposal will have no effect on the evenness of competition.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

Enforcing this rule will take no more work or require any more action to be undertaken by
ANDRA or Officials than currently takes place.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

No additional cost to existing competitors.
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